Academic achievement.


Accounting


Accounting -- Law -- Philippines.


Accounting.


Advertising -- History.


Advertising.


Almanacs, American.


Alternative mass media.


Android (Electronic resource).


Animated films -- Vocational guidance.

Animation (Cinematography) -- Vocational guidance.
  Plympton, Bill. (2012). Make toons that sell : without selling out! . Focal Press,
  NC 1765 .P749 2012

Anthropologists -- Fiction.
  University Press, PS 9993 .N617 2012

Antibody Formation -- immunology.
  Abbas, Abul K. (2012). Cellular and molecular immunology 7th ed.. Elsevier/Saunders,
  QR 185.5 .Ab19 2012

Antigens -- immunology.
  Abbas, Abul K. (2012). Cellular and molecular immunology 7th ed.. Elsevier/Saunders,
  QR 185.5 .Ab19 2012

Application software -- Development.
  John Wiley & Sons, QA 76.8.I64 .Al25 2013

Application software -- Development.
  John Wiley & Sons, QA 76.76.A65 .N884 2013

Architectural design -- Terminology.
  Eckler, James, 1982- (2012). Language of space and form : generative terms for architecture .
  John Wiley & Sons, NA 2750 .Ec57 2012

Arson investigation.
  Bustria, Leo (2013). Fire behavior and arson investigation 2nd ed..
  Wiseman’s Books Trading, TH 9448 .B969 2013

Art -- History.

Basic (Computer program language).
  QA 76.73.B3 .Z137 2012

Beadwork.

Beauty, Personal.
  Geer, Donne, (2013). Nail candy : 50+ ideas for totally cool nails . Weldon Owen,
**Behavioral assessment of children.**


**Building sites -- Planning.**


**Business -- Data processing.**


**Business intelligence -- Data processing.**


**Business mathematics.**


**Business networks.**


**Business Objects.**


**C (Computer program language).**


**Cellular immunity.**


**Chemistry -- Textbooks.**


**Child development -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.**


**Children -- Language.**

Children with autism spectrum disorders -- Education (Early childhood)

Cities and towns in art.

City and town life in art.

Civil procedure -- Philippiens.

College preparation programs.

Commercial statistics.

Compensation management -- United States.

Computer networks.

Cookbooks.

Cooking (Vegetables).

Cooking, European.

Cooks -- Europe -- Biography.
Culina Europe dine with Europe’s master chefs. h.f. ullmann, TX 723.5.A1 .C897 2013

Court rules -- Philippines.

Customer relations.

Data structures (Computer science).

Diesel trucks -- Electric equipment.

Diesel trucks -- Electronic equipment.

Diet Therapy.

Dissertations, Academic -- Authorship.

Dissertations, Academic.

Drawing -- Technique.

Early childhood teachers -- Training of.

Educational leadership -- United States.

Educational leadership.
MacDonald, Elisa, author. (2013). The skillful team leader : a resource for overcoming hurdles to professional learning for student achievement . Corwin Press, a SAGE Company/Learning
Effective teaching.

Employee fringe benefits -- United States.

Employees -- Rating of.

Employees -- Training of -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

English language -- Usage -- Testing.

Entrepreneurship -- Pacific Area.

Entrepreneurship -- Southeast Asia.

Environmental economics.

Environmental policy.

Ex-prime ministers -- Singapore -- Interviews.

Filipino language -- Rhetoric.

Finance -- Statistical methods.

Financial statements.


Fingernails -- Care and hygiene.

Fingernails -- Care.

Fire extinction.
Bustria, Leo (2013). Fire behavior and arson investigation 2nd ed.. Wiseman's Books Trading, TH 9448 .B969 2013

Fire investigation.
Bustria, Leo (2013). Fire behavior and arson investigation 2nd ed.. Wiseman's Books Trading, TH 9448 .B969 2013

Firearms -- Identification.

Firearms -- Safety measures.

Firearms.
Food service management.
Reynolds, Dennis E. (2013).  Foodservice management fundamentals .  Wiley,
   TX  911.3.M27 .R333 2013

Forensic ballistics.
Grimares, Erdulfo M. (2013).  Forensic ballistics 2nd ed..  Wiseman’s Books Trading,
   HV 8077 .G881 2013

Genetics -- Textbooks.
Klug, William S. (2010).  Essentials of genetics 7th ed.. Benjamin Cummings,
   QH 430 .K713 2010

Graphic design (Typography) -- History.
Jury, David. (2012).  Graphic design before graphic designers : the printer as designer and

Imune System Diseases -- immunology.
Abbas, Abul K. (2012).  Cellular and molecular immunology 7th ed.. Elsevier/Saunders,
   QR 185.5 .Ab19 2012

Immunity, Cellular.
Abbas, Abul K. (2012).  Cellular and molecular immunology 7th ed.. Elsevier/Saunders,
   QR 185.5 .Ab19 2012

Information resources -- Auditing.
   Wiley & Sons Singapore Pte, Ltd.,  HD 30.2 .H59 2013

Information resources management.
   Wiley & Sons Singapore Pte, Ltd.,  HD 30.2 .H59 2013

Instructional systems -- Design -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Barbazette, Jean, 1943- (2013).  How to write terrific training materials : methods, tools, and

Insurance -- Statistical methods.
Chan, Wai-Sum (2013).  Financial mathematics for actuaries Updated ed..

Internet marketing.
   get leads, sales, and profits from LinkedIn . Que Pub., HD 69.S8 .C245 2013

Interpersonal communication.
Jewelry making.


Landscape architecture.


Language arts (Early childhood).


Leadership.


Lee, Kuan Yew, 1923- -- Interviews.


**Lee, Kuan Yew, 1923- -- Political and social views.**


Letterpress printing -- History.


Linguistics -- Methodology -- Textbooks.

LinkedIn (Electronic resource).

Lymphocytes -- immunology.

Manicuring.

Marine biology.

Marketing -- Management -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Marketing -- Social aspects.

Marketing.


Martha's Vineyard (Mass.) -- Fiction.

Mathematics -- Formulae.

Mathematics -- Tables.

Metal-work.

Microsoft Visual Basic.

Mobile computing.

Molecular immunology.

Nail art (Manicuring).

Nail art.

Napkin folding.

Natural resources.

Nutritional Physiological Phenomena.

Operating systems (Computers).

Personnel management.


Philippine literature.
Physics -- Problems, exercises, etc.


Physics -- Textbooks.


Prime ministers -- Singapore -- Interviews.


Professional learning communities.


Psychology -- Research -- Methodology.


Psychology, Industrial.


Qualitative methods -- Social sciences.


Qualitative research.

**Reading comprehension -- Ability testing.**


**Reasoning (Psychology) -- Testing.**


**Relational databases.**


**Risk management.**


**Root crops.**


**Sama Dailaut (Philippine people) -- Social life and customs -- Fiction.**


**SAP ERP.**


**School management and organization -- United States.**


**Singapore -- Politics and government -- 20th century.**


**Slow learning children -- Education.**


**Small business -- Pacific Area -- Management.**


**Small business -- Philippines -- Finance.**


**Small business -- Southeast Asia -- Management.**


**Smartphones -- Programming.**


**Social responsibility of business.**


**Social sciences -- Research -- Methodology.**


**Special education teachers -- United States.**


**Student teaching.**


**Sustainable aquaculture.**


**Tablet computers -- Programming.**


**Tawi-Tawi (Philippines) -- Social life and customs -- Fiction.**

Teaching teams.


Technical writing.


Tractor trailer combinations -- Electric equipment.


Tractor trailer combinations -- Electronic equipment.


Type and type-founding -- History.


Verbal ability -- Testing.


Web servers.


Witches -- Fiction.


Wizards -- Fiction.


Zoology.